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ABSTRACT

We present precise Doppler observations of WASP-47, a transiting planetary system featuring a hot Jupiter with both inner and outer planetary companions. This system has an unusual architecture and also provides a rare opportunity to measure planet masses in two different ways: the Doppler method, and the analysis of transit-timing variations (TTV). Based on the new Doppler data, obtained with the Planet Finder Spectrograph on the Magellan/Clay 6.5 m telescope, the mass of the hot Jupiter is \( 370 \pm 29 \, M_{\oplus} \). This is consistent with the previous Doppler determination as well as the TTV determination. For the inner planet WASP-47e, the Doppler data lead to a mass of \( 12.2 \pm 3.7 \, M_{\oplus} \), in agreement with the TTV-based upper limit of \(<22 \, M_{\oplus} \) (95% confidence). For the outer planet WASP-47d, the Doppler mass constraint of \( 10.4 \pm 8.4 \, M_{\oplus} \) is consistent with the TTV-based measurement of \( 15.2^{+6.7}_{-7.6} \, M_{\oplus} \).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The first two things one wants to know about any newly discovered planet are its mass and radius. Is it relatively small and dense, similar to Earth? Is it large and diffuse, similar to Jupiter and Saturn? Or is it somewhere in between? Although the Kepler mission revolutionized exoplanetary science, for the specific purpose of measuring planet masses the original mission was not ideal. This is because the target stars were relatively faint \((V = 14–16)\), frustrating efforts to obtain high-resolution spectra that are necessary to measure planetary masses by the Doppler method. For planets smaller than Neptune, it has only been possible to measure the masses of a few dozen Kepler planets with the brightest host stars (Howard et al. 2013; Pepe et al. 2013; Marcy et al. 2014; Dressing et al. 2015), and even in those cases many of the mass measurements have large uncertainties.

Because of a mechanical failure and reduction in capability, the Kepler telescope abandoned its original mission and is now engaged in a new mission called K2 (Howell et al. 2014). Every 3 months, the telescope observes a different field on the ecliptic (the only zone where it can achieve stable pointing), providing a fresh sample of bright stars for which precise Doppler observations are possible. The third K2 field happened to encompass WASP-47, a G9 star with a previously discovered transiting hot Jupiter (Hellier et al. 2012). The K2 data have revealed two additional transiting planets, with periods of 0.8 and 9 days (Becker et al. 2015). Furthermore, Neveu-VanMalle et al. (2015) recently reported the Doppler discovery of a second, wide-orbiting Jovian planet, with a period of 572 ± 7 days.

With this discovery, WASP-47 is unique among the known exoplanetary systems: a hot Jupiter with very close companions on both interior and exterior orbits, in addition to a distant companion. The close companions have implications for theories of hot Jupiter formation. It seems difficult to attain such a compact and fragile configuration within violent scenarios such as planet–planet scattering (Rasio & Ford 1996; Weidenschilling & Marzari 1996) or Kozai–Lidov oscillations (Holman et al. 1997; Innamen et al. 1997; Mazeh et al. 1997). The WASP-47 system also presents a rare opportunity to measure the masses of the inner three planets using two independent techniques: the traditional Doppler method, and the analysis of transit-timing variations (TTV; Agol et al. 2005; Holman & Murray 2005). It is always useful to have independent methods for measuring important quantities, and for planet masses in particular, there is some controversy over the reliability of TTV-based masses. The TTV method has revealed some planets with surprisingly low densities (see, e.g., Lissauer et al. 2013; Jontof-Hutter et al. 2014, 2015; Schmitt et al. 2014). Among the sample of planets smaller than 4.0 \( R_{\oplus} \), those for which masses have been determined with TTVs have systematically lower masses than the subsample for which masses have been determined with the Doppler method (Weiss & Marcy 2014). This discrepancy could be due to systematic errors in one or both methods, along with biases in the various samples. To disentangle these effects, it is useful to identify individual systems for which the Doppler and TTV methods can both be applied.

WASP-47 is precisely such an example. Becker et al. (2015) have already performed a TTV analysis of the available K2 data for WASP-47. In this Letter we present new Doppler observations that have led to complementary mass determinations. The new data are described in Section 2, our analysis is...
Table 1  
Key Parameters of the WASP-47 System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value and 68.3% Conf.</th>
<th>Limits</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WASP-47b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital period (days)</td>
<td>4.1591282 ± 0.0000046</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>Becker et al. 2015, (B): This work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit epoch (BJD)</td>
<td>2457007.932132 ± 0.000061</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius ($R_\oplus$)</td>
<td>12.71 ± 0.44</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV semi-amplitude ($K$ (m s$^{-1}$))</td>
<td>143.3 ± 2.5</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV-based mass ($M_\oplus$)</td>
<td>370 ± 29</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTV-based mass ($M_\oplus$)</td>
<td>341$^{+10}_{-13}$</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean density (RV-based) (g cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>0.99 ± 0.13</td>
<td>(A), (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASP-47e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital period (days)</td>
<td>0.789593 ± 0.000012</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit epoch (BJD)</td>
<td>2457011.34859 ± 0.000031</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius ($R_\oplus$)</td>
<td>1.817 ± 0.065</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV semi-amplitude ($K$ (m s$^{-1}$))</td>
<td>8.2 ± 2.4</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV-based mass ($M_\oplus$)</td>
<td>12.2 ± 3.7</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTV-based mass ($M_\oplus$)</td>
<td>&lt;22 (95% Confidence)</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean density (RV-based) (g cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>11.2 ± 3.6</td>
<td>(A), (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASP-47d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital period (days)</td>
<td>9.03079 ± 0.00017</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit epoch (BJD)</td>
<td>2457006.36922 ± 0.000052</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius ($R_\oplus$)</td>
<td>3.60 ± 0.13</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV semi-amplitude ($K$ (m s$^{-1}$))</td>
<td>3.1 ± 2.5</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV-based mass ($M_\oplus$)</td>
<td>10.4 ± 8.4</td>
<td>(B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTV-based mass ($M_\oplus$)</td>
<td>15.2$^{+6}_{-6}$</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean density (RV-based) (g cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>1.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>(A), (B)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References. (A): Becker et al. (2015), (B): This work.

presented in Section 3, and the implications are discussed in Section 4.

2. OBSERVATIONS

WASP-47 was observed from August 23 to September 4 2015 UT with the Carnegie Planet Finder Spectrograph (PFS, Crane et al. 2010) on the 6.5 m Magellan/Clay Telescope at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile. We obtained several spectra of WASP-47 on each clear night, for a total of 27 spectra. We employed an iodine gas cell to superimpose well-characterized absorption features onto the stellar spectrum, helping to establish the wavelength scale and instrumental profile. The detector was read out in the 2 × 2 binned mode, to reduce readout noise. The typical exposure time was about 20 minutes, giving a signal-to-noise ratio of ∼73 pixel$^{-1}$ and a resolution of about 76,000 in the vicinity of the iodine absorption lines. An additional spectrum with higher resolution and signal-to-noise ratio was obtained without the iodine cell, to serve as a template spectrum for the Doppler analysis.

The relative radial velocities were extracted from the spectrum using the techniques of Butler et al. (1996). The internal measurement uncertainties (ranging from 2.5 to 4 m s$^{-1}$) were estimated from the scatter in the results to fitting individual 2 Å sections of the spectrum. Table 2 gives the radial velocities and the internal measurement uncertainties. Figure 1 shows the observed radial velocities.

Figure 1. Top: measured radial velocity of WASP-47 (black dots) along with the best-fitting model (red line). The contributions to the model from each planet are also plotted as colored curves. Bottom: differences between the data and the best-fitting model. The error bars represent the quadrature sum of the internally measured uncertainties, and the fitted jitter parameter (6.1$^{+1.7}_{-1.2}$ m s$^{-1}$).
3. ANALYSIS

We will refer to the WASP-47 planets as follows: planet b is the transiting hot Jupiter, planet c is the long-period Jupiter identified by Neveu-VanMalle et al. (2015), planet d is the transiting planet with period 9.0 days, and planet e is the transiting planet with period 0.8 days.

Before modeling the Doppler data, an important question is whether it suffices to model the stellar motion as the superposition of non-interacting orbits, or whether the gravitational interactions between planets need be taken into account (which requires far more computation time). We concluded that gravitational interactions could be neglected for present purposes, based on the following test. First, we fitted the data with a model consisting of four non-interacting Keplerian orbits. Then, we took the best-fitting model parameters as the starting conditions for a dynamical five-body integration of Newton’s equations of motion, using the 4th order Hermite scheme that is available on the Systemic console (Meschiari et al. 2009). We examined the deviations between the RVs calculated in the dynamical model and the RVs in the non-interacting model. Over the relatively short timespan of our PFS observations, the maximum deviation is only 0.14 m s\(^{-1}\), which is much smaller than the uncertainties in the RV data and the uncertainties in the amplitudes of the Doppler signals.

We assumed the orbits of the inner three planets to be circular because tidal circularization timescales are expected to be short, at least for the two inner planets. Furthermore, Becker et al. (2015) showed that low eccentricities (\(e < 0.05\)) are required for all three planets in order to ensure long-term dynamical stability of the system. And from a practical point of view, with only 26 data points and relatively small Doppler amplitudes, we can gain little empirical information at this stage regarding orbital eccentricities.

Given the long period of planet c (572 ± 7 days), and the relatively short interval of our PFS observations, we do not attempt to characterize planet c. Instead, we adopted the best-fitting parameters for planet c reported by Neveu-VanMalle et al. (2015), and subtracted its expected contribution from the Doppler data, prior to our analysis. (Although we performed this step for completeness, in practice the contribution from planet c has no substantial effect on the results.)

With these choices, our model has 5 free parameters: the semi-amplitude \(K\) of the radial-velocity variation induced by each of the 3 inner planets, an arbitrary additive constant \(\gamma\) (since only the relative radial velocities are measured precisely), and a “jitter” term \(\sigma_j\) that is added in quadrature with the internal measurement uncertainty. The jitter term is intended to account for additional sources of uncorrelated uncertainties, which could be of astrophysical or instrumental origin. We held fixed the orbital periods and transit epochs at the values reported by Becker et al. (2015), as they have negligible uncertainties for our purposes. We adopted a likelihood function

\[
\mathcal{L} = \prod_{i=1}^{N} \left\{ \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi(\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_j^2)}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(\text{RV}(t_i) - \mathcal{M}(t_i))^2}{2(\sigma_i^2 + \sigma_j^2)} \right] \right\},
\]

where \(\text{RV}(t_i)\) is the measured radial velocity at time \(t_i\); \(\mathcal{M}(t_i)\) is the calculated radial velocity at time \(t_i\) for a particular choice of model parameters; \(\sigma_i\) is the internal measurement uncertainty; and \(\sigma_j\) is the jitter. Uniform priors were adopted for all the model parameters.

We maximized the likelihood using the Nelder-Mead (“Amoeba”) method. The best-fitting model is shown by a red line in the top panel of Figure 1. The lower panel shows the residuals. Figure 2 shows the radial-velocity variation specific to each planet, based on the data and the parameters of the best-fitting model.

To determine the parameter uncertainties and covariances we employed a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method. In particular we used the affine-invariant ensemble sampler proposed by Goodman & Weare (2010). We started 100 chains in a Gaussian “ball” in the neighborhood of the best-fitting model parameters. We stopped the chains when the Gelman–Rubin potential scale reduction factor (Gelman & Rubin 1992) dropped to 1.01, a standard criterion for adequate convergence. The posterior probabilities of all parameters are smooth and

![Figure 2. Radial velocity as a function of the orbital phase of each of the three inner planets. In each case, the modeled contributions of the other two planets has been removed, before plotting.](image-url)
The inner planet WASP-47e was detected at the $3.4\sigma$ level, with $K_p = 8.2 \pm 2.4$ m s$^{-1}$. The motion induced by the outer planet WASP-47d was detected weakly if at all, leading to the result $K_d = 3.1 \pm 2.5$ m s$^{-1}$ if we allow the semi-amplitude to range over both positive and negative numbers. If we require the semi-amplitude to be positive, we obtain an upper limit of 8.3 m s$^{-1}$ with 95% confidence.

The root mean squared (rms) residual between the data and the best-fitting three-planet model was $6.08$ m s$^{-1}$. As another measure of the significance of each planet detection, we tried refitting the data with different numbers of planets. When only planet b is modeled (i.e., $K_n = K_d = 0$) the rms residual between the data and the best-fitting model is $9.16$ m s$^{-1}$. When WASP-47e is included in the model, the rms residual drops to $6.34$ m s$^{-1}$. It drops further to $6.08$ m s$^{-1}$ when all three planets are modeled.

The planetary masses can be calculated from the semi-amplitudes, orbital periods, and stellar mass. In doing so we adopted a stellar mass of $M_*=1.04 \pm 0.08 M_\odot$ (Mortier et al. 2013). The results are given in Table 1(a). This table also provides planetary mean densities, based on the masses from our work and the radii reported by Becker et al. (2015) based on the $K2$ transit photometry. The best-fitting model satisfies the heuristic criterion for long-term dynamical stability that was proposed by Fabrycky et al. (2014): $\Delta m + \Delta_{out} > 18$, where $\Delta$ is the difference between semimajor axes of the inner and outer pairs of planets measured in terms of their mutual Hill radius.

4. DISCUSSION

The $3.4\sigma$ detection of the radial-velocity variation induced by WASP-47e further diminishes the probability that the corresponding transit signal is an “astrophysical false positive” due to an unresolved eclipsing binary. Thus, WASP-47 is unambiguously the first known case of a hot Jupiter accompanied by a shorter-period, smaller planetary companion. The compactness and apparent flatness of the system, along with the prograde rotation of the host star (Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2015), seem consistent with quiescent migration through the protoplanetary disk (Lin et al. 1996), as opposed to dynamically hotter scenarios involving planet–planet encounters or perturbations from distant stars. Simulations by Mustill et al. (2015) showed that high-eccentricity migration of a giant planet is often destructive to the inner planetary system.

Barring subsequent disruption, neighboring planets undergoing disk migration are likely to be trapped in first-order mean-motion resonance (MMR; e.g., Peale 1976). It is therefore interesting that the period ratios between the inner three planets of WASP-47 are not especially close to any first-order MMR. The period ratio between the outer pair (b and d) is 2.17, which is quite typical of the period ratios for neighboring planets observed in the *Kepler* multiplanet systems (Steffen & Hwang 2015). There does not yet seem to be a convincing explanation for the prevalence of this period ratio. Furthermore, the ratio of 5.27 for the inner two planets (b and e) conforms with a trend noted by Steffen & Farr (2013): the shortest-period planets (≤2 days) tend to have unusually large period ratios with their closest neighbors.

With a period shorter than one day, the innermost planet e is an example of an “ultra-short period” (USP) planet, as classified by Sanchis-Ojeda et al. (2014). Those authors found that USP planets are almost always smaller than $2R_{\oplus}$ and

unimodal. Table 1 reports the results. The reported “best fit” value is the median of the marginalized posterior distribution. The reported uncertainty interval encompasses the range between the 16% and 84% percentile levels of the cumulative distribution. The result for the jitter parameter was $6.1_{-1.1}^{+1.4}$ m s$^{-1}$, about twice as large as the internal measurement uncertainty.

The motion induced by the hot Jupiter WASP-47b was clearly detected, with a semi-amplitude $K_b = 143.3 \pm 2.5$ m s$^{-1}$. This result is consistent with the previously reported Doppler data of Hellier et al. (2012), who found $K_b = 136 \pm 5$ m s$^{-1}$.

Figure 3. Top: masses and sizes of exoplanets (compiled by Wolfgang et al. 2015, see references therein), as measured through the Doppler method (black) and the TTV method (orange). The blue diamonds are solar system planets. The red star is WASP-47e, which lies close to the theoretical curve for a composition of 50% Fe and 50% MgSiO3 (Zeng & Sasselov 2013) (a stony-iron composition). Bottom: mean densities and sizes of the same sample.
frequently appear in compact multiple-planet systems, and indeed WASP-47e has both of these characteristics. Relatively few masses have been measured for USP planets. They are generally expected to be rocky, with thin or nonexistent atmospheres, because of the intense heat from the nearby star and the possibility of photoevaporation of any thick atmosphere. One notable exception is 55 Cnc e, an USP planet that does seem to have a thick atmosphere, judging from its relatively low mean density (Demory et al. 2011; Winn et al. 2011). In contrast, our mass and radius measurements for WASP-47e imply a mean density of 11.2 ± 3.6 g cm$^{-3}$, which is consistent with a rocky planet. For example, the measured dimensions of WASP-47e are compatible with the models of Zeng & Sasselov (2013) for a stony-iron composition (50% Fe and 50% MgSiO$_3$), as illustrated in Figure 3.

In fact the measured mass and density of WASP-47e are both somewhat higher than would be predicted based on the few previous measurements of planets in the same size range. The empirical mass–radius relationship of Weiss & Marcy (2014) predicts a mass for WASP-47e of 4.5 $M_{\oplus}$. Likewise, the probabilistic relationship of Wolfgang et al. (2015) predicts a mass of 5.9 ± 1.9 $M_{\oplus}$, and gives a likelihood of only ~3% for a planet with the measured dimensions of WASP-47e. Rogers (2015) argued that 1.6 $R_{\oplus}$ represents a critical radius, separating smaller planets with a mainly rocky composition from larger planets with substantial low-density atmospheres. WASP-47e with its radius of 1.8 $R_{\oplus}$ and apparently rocky composition, seems to be an exception to this rule. This discrepancy may be because the planet samples analyzed by Rogers (2015) were not as strongly irradiated as WASP-47e. The strong irradiation could have stripped the planet of its volatile atmosphere, thereby leaving behind the dense rocky core. Based on current estimates of the stellar parameters and the orbital distance of WASP-47e, the planet receives roughly 3800 times more stellar radiation than the Earth. The combination of strong irradiation and large radius of WASP-47e is in agreement with the findings of Wolfgang & Lopez (2015) who showed that the inclusion of the flux dependence broadens the radius range over which the expected composition changes from rocky to volatile-enhanced. In their models, the transition ranges over 1.2–1.8 $R_{\oplus}$.

It is also interesting to compare the Doppler and TTV methods for measuring the planet masses. For the giant planet, the TTV mass of 341$^{+70}_{-55} M_{\oplus}$ is within about 1σ of our Doppler mass of 370 ± 29 $M_{\oplus}$. For the inner planet, the TTV analysis led to an upper limit of 22 $M_{\oplus}$, which is compatible with our Doppler mass of 12.2 ± 3.7 $M_{\oplus}$. For the outer planet, the Doppler mass constraint of 10.4 ± 8.4 $M_{\oplus}$ is consistent with the TTV constraint of 15.2$^{+8.7}_{-7.6} M_{\oplus}$. All these results are in accordance, although there is still plenty of scope for improving both measurements and sharpening the comparison, particularly for the smaller planets.

Another intriguing feature of WASP-47 is the diversity among the properties of the inner three planets. The radius ratios, $R_b/R_a = 7.0 ± 0.5$ and $R_c/R_a = 3.5 ± 0.2$, are among the most extreme of neighboring planets observed by Kepler. Out of the 1020 neighboring pairs that appear in the NASA Exoplanet Archive catalog of Kepler objects of interest (KOIs), only 27 have a radius ratio larger than 3.5, and only 2 pairs have radius ratio larger than 7.0. The density contrast between b and e is 11 ± 5, which is subject to large uncertainty but may be even higher than the density contrast of 8.4 ± 1.5 between Kepler-36b and c (Carter et al. 2012), an exemplar of the phenomenon of dissimilar neighboring planets. Curiously, the progression of the apparent compositions of planets e, b, and d, from rocky to Jovian to volatile-enhanced, matches the order we see in our much more spread-out solar system.

The discovery and confirmation of additional close planetary companions of this previously known hot Jupiter also raises the question: how many of the other known hot Jupiters have close-in companions? A picture had been developing that hot Jupiters are “lonely” in the sense of lacking close planetary companions (Wright et al. 2009; Steffen et al. 2012), but have we really excluded the possibility of small USP planets among the sample of hundreds of known hot Jupiters? It seems worthwhile to scrutinize those systems in greater detail, through ground-based photometry, space-based photometry with the K2 and upcoming TESS missions (Ricker et al. 2014), and perhaps even with intensive Doppler programs.
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Facility: Magellan:Clay (Planet Finder Spectrograph).
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